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	PRODUCTS	Pneumatic Vacuum Conveying Systems	Pneumatic Vacuum Conveyors[image: volkmann-pneumatic-vacuum-conveyors]Volkmann engineers and manufactures high quality,  pneumatic vacuum conveyors to transport fine food powders, chemicals, granules, pellets, tablets and other small components under vacuum in lean, dense phase or plug flow conditions without damage or abrasion.
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	Continuous Vacuum Conveyors (CC)[image: Continuous Vacuum Conveyor]Volkmann Continuous Vacuum Conveyors (CC) use a vacuum pump/filter combination to provide non-stop aspiration and material flow, both at material pickup and discharge points. Options include rotary valve discharge and cyclic filter cleaning during the conveying of product.

	Vacuum Conveyors for Tablets[image: volkmann-tablet-conveyors]Tablet Conveyors from Volkmann offer damage-free transport for many different and sensitive tablets, capsules, gelcaps, candy and other small parts.

	Vacuum Conveyors for Liquids[image: Liquid Vacuum Conveyor]Volkmann VS and PPC Vacuum Conveyors can be adapted to transfer liquids, slurry's or provide easy and reliable suction and disposal of oil, emulsion and grease substances.
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	Weighing and Dosing Systems	Weighing and Dosing Systems[image: volkmann-weighing-dosing]Volkmann offers CONWEIGH for conveying and dosing in one gravimetric dosing system and a Vibratory Feeder Dosing System providing continuous/volumetric, loss-in-weight and gain-in-weight dosing.
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	Dust Collector and Cleanup Vacuum Systems	Dust Collector and Cleanup Vacuum Systems[image: Vacuum Conveyor Dust Collector]Standalone or integrated  “all 316L” high containment dust collectors and vacuum cleanup conveyors for simple and effective dust collection, dust cleanup or as a dust collector for a bag dump station. Capable of handling dry, semi dry or liquid cleanup.
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	Reconditioned Powder: Automatic Recycling of Used Metal Powders[image: PIles of dry metal powder for 3D printing (left) and wet metal powder with poor flow properties (right).]The Volkmann metal powder recycling station and PowTReX transfer system are key parts of the breakthrough IDAM demonstrator 3D printing line in partnership with BMW AG.
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Request a Call

Please give us the contact information below and describe briefly the issue you wish to discuss. We will call you as soon as possible during our business hours: Monday to Friday 8am - 5:30pm (EST)

Our phone number:
609 265-0101

Fields with * are required.

Your Name:*



Your Company Name:*



Your Email Address:*



Your Phone Number:*



Reason for the Call:*
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